Quantum dots in cancer therapy.
Quantum dots (QDs) are nanometer-size luminescent semiconductor nanocrystals. Their unique optical properties, such as high brightness, long-term stability, simultaneous detection of multiple signals and tunable emission spectra, make them appealing as potential diagnostic and therapeutic systems in the field of oncology. This paper summarizes the recent progress of promising applications of QDs in cancer therapy, from the following aspects: identifying molecular targets, sentinel lymph-node mapping, surgical oncology, drug delivery and tracking, fluorescence resonance energy transfer and photodynamic therapy, personalized and predictive medicine, and multifunctional design and development. Limitations and toxicity issues related to QDs in living organisms are also discussed. Bioconjugated QDs can be used to identify potential molecular biomarkers for cancer diagnosis, treatment and prognosis. They may allow the surgeon to map sentinel lymph nodes and perform a complete surgical resection. Their unique optical properties make them ideal donors of fluorescence resonance energy transfer and photodynamic therapy studies. Multifunctional QDs have become effective materials for synchronous cancer diagnosis, targeting and treatment. For QDs, toxicity remains the major barrier to clinical translation.